A few people have asked me to speak about this subject. Mrs. Casey and I think maybe Ms. Jennifer. I blew it off at first, but then Mrs. Rosemary sent me something on it and when I read it, I knew I had to speak on it. Now this is a big message and I’m not sure how many parts it will be yet. So this is part one.

In the research that I did, I found that there was one main person who spoke out boldly about this project. That man is
Serge Monast. **Serge Monast** [1945 - December 5, 1996] and another journalist, both of whom were researching Project Blue Beam, died of "heart attacks" within weeks of each other although neither had a history of heart disease. Serge was in Canada. The other Canadian journalist was visiting Ireland. Prior to his death, the Canadian government abducted Serge's daughter in an attempt to dissuade him from pursuing his research into Project Blue Beam. **His daughter was never returned.** Pseudo-heart attacks are one of the alleged methods of death induced by Project Blue Beam. Donald Marshall has also said that the illuminati can remotely torture clones and cause a heart attack or stroke or aneurism to the actual person and cause them to die remotely. From research on the mind control torture weapons (DEW) we have learned that they can remotely torture and kill a person.

**Job 14:1,5** – Man that is born of a woman is of few days, and full of trouble. Seeing his days are determined, the number of his months are with You, You have appointed his bounds that he cannot pass;
Psalm 139:16 – Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being unperfect; and in Your book all my members were written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them.

Update from Ken Adachi: **February 17, 2009**: I'm only beginning to now fully grasp the entire breath of Serge Monast's contributions to humanity and the unbelievable courage he demonstrated in coming out with these incredible revelations which were secretly or anonymously given to him by contrite (feeling or expressing remorse or penitence; affected by guilt. "a broken and a contrite heart") politicians, military people, or intelligence people who still possessed a conscience and a sense of humanity.

A member of our accountability structure, Dorothy Dart, reports that a Canadian investigator into New Age globalism, SERGE MONAST, has died of a “heart attack.” This man has faithfully exposed the New World Order for the last decade. His children were home-schooled, so the authorities took his eight year old daughter away, then, his seven year old son was taken, as they said the parents were abusing them emotionally by stopping the children from going to a State school. The father was then arrested, and spent the night in jail. **Next day** at home, he had a “heart attack.” He was **46 years old**. This brave man has left a wife, who now has no family. Pray that she can get her little ones back. Our source said that the Canadian investigator, Serge Monast, wrote to her in Australia not long ago, saying he had been threatened many times, and did not except to survive.

Many times these whistle blowers, truth tellers speak out and say, they are happy in life and are not having suicidal thoughts, that they do not want to die or commit suicide. So that it can be on record because they know the elite want to silence them. Phil Schneider did this.

The International Free Press of Canada

We specialize ourselves in investigating and publishing special reports and audio tapes to expose the under world of the United Nations' conspiracy to implement a New World Order.
Our task is to make the people realize that the coming of the New World Order is not a dream, neither a paranoid thought. It is a real satanic under going project.

Here are their goals:

To abolish all Christian traditional religions in order to replace them by a one-world religion based on the 'cult of man'.

To abolish all national identity and national pride in order to establish a world identity and world pride.

(Humanism – “I’m a good person” – I care about humanity, we are gods or we will be gods.)

Psalm 14:1 – The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God. They are corrupt, they have done abominable works, there is none that doeth good.

To abolish the family as known today in order to replace it by individuals all working for the glory of one-world government.
(LGBT is doing a good job)

**Proverbs 8:13** – The fear of the LORD is to hate evil: ride, and arrogancy, and the evil way, and the forward mouth, do I hate.

---

**Evaluation**

- Researches had shown that in every ten families, four of them had both parents working and leaving their children at home.
- As such, their child is either being placed under the care of their grandparents or in the childcare centre.
Both parents having to work to make ends meet. Also, there is a trend of parents raising their grandchildren.

To destroy all individual artistic and scientific creating works to implement a world government's one mind sight

The illuminati many times deny patents, they never get approved or they take the idea for themselves. They silence people with good inventions or plans.
If we really wish to understand the Blue Beam Project -- NASA's Blue Beam Project -- where is that from? . . . we have to go back to the dawning of the Age of Aquarius. Remember that song? That song said:

When the moon is in the seventh house, and Jupiter aligns with mars, and peace will guide our planet, and love will steer the stars.

This related with the year 1982, to be at that time the opening of the conspiracy
for the Age of Aquarius. In looking this up I saw many references to the 5th dimension, to sun worship, to peace, to hippies, to a new moon, zodiac signs and much about our consciousness evolving.

Just before the implementation of the New World Order, supposed to start at that time in 1983... and I have to say that the Blue Beam Project was set up for the year 1983. It has been delayed from that time. We don't know exactly why, but since 1983, makes eleven years (Serge gave this speech in 1994 – can you imagine the technology they have now?) they've really improved themselves with new technology and through space, that enable them right now to make their space show possible.

So, the goals of the New Age movement under which the United Nations operates right now, are the implementation of a New World Messiah.
Mark 13:22 – Jesus speaking: For false Christs and false prophets shall rise, and shall shew signs and wonders, to seduce if it were possible, even the elect. But take ye heed, behold, I have foretold you all things.

The tools of the new world government are a multi-national army -- an international army; an international police force; a World Bank for the economy; a World Government under the United Nations; a World Conservation Bank for wilderness around the world. That means that all green movements will be melded into this new International Bank or will disappear.

A World Religion where all church doctrines will be destroyed at the roots to be replaced by the new religion of the Age of Aquarius. “New Age”

The Bible is not tolerant of false religions, it does condemn them and all false teachers. We don’t go around killing people that don’t believe as we do, but we are not to accept their religions as true. The pope has said that all religions are true.

Eph.4:14-15 – That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning
craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive; But speaking the truth in love, may grow up in Him in all things, which is the head, even Christ:

**Rev. 13:15** – And he (false prophet) had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed.

What are the New World Order plans? They plan the destruction of all people who believe in the Bible, who worship Jesus Christ, and the complete disappearance of Christianity to achieve this plan.

The New World Order will change nations' laws in order that Christian religious beliefs and symbols –

![](image)

like the cross for instance - will become unlawful.

**Ezekiel 9:4** – And the LORD said unto him, Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst thereof.

The word for mark is literally a **Tau**, the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet. This, in many of the ancient alphabets, and especially in that in use among the Hebrews
up to this time, and long retained upon their coins, was in the form of a cross—X or +. Much stress was laid upon this use of the sign of the cross as the mark for the Divine mercy by the older Christian writers, Tertullian, Origen, Cyprian, and Jerome. This marking was done, it is true, in vision, but the symbolism is taken from such passages as Genesis 4:15; Exodus 12:7; Exodus 12:13; Exodus 28:36; and it is used several times in the Apocalypse (Ezekiel 7:3; Ezekiel 9:4; Ezekiel 14:1).

The Jews have interpreted this sign variously, some considering that "Tau," being the last of the Hebrew letters, and so closing the alphabet, denoted completeness, and thus the mark indicated the completeness of the sorrow for sin in those upon whom it was placed.

Only Easter and Christmas for instance will be replaced by New Age festivities around the world. They are pagan holidays but Christians still put Jesus in there, so they will do away with that altogether.

The New World Order plans also the abolishment of all currencies and the transfer to electronic cash through the super highway -- what we call also, the electronic highway.
Rev. 13:16-18 – Read out

The thinker and the basic doctrine books of the New Age conspiracy for the New World Government are -- and listen to the name of those people because all the new way of thinking of the New World Order are from those people, those authors who wrote different kinds of books which are the basic belief of the New Age movement:

Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, who wrote *Isis Unveiled* and *The Secret Doctrine*. 

[Image of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky]
Healing does not come through intense affirmation of divinity, or by simply pouring out love and the expression of a vague mysticism. It comes through mastering an exact science of contact, impression, of invocation plus an understanding of the subtle apparatus of the etheric vehicle.

— Alice Bailey —

Alice A. Baily who wrote *The Race and the Initiation* and the *Externalization of the Hierarchy*. Also, *Initiation, Human and Solar; The Reappearance of the Christ* - their Christ is the new messiah; *The Destiny of the Nations*, in which they plan what they're going to do with the actual nation-state.

The *Unfinished Autobiography*, *Discipleship in the New Age*, *Esoteric Psychology* -- that's a writing of Alice Baily, very important for all New Age thinkers who are exactly the ones who plan the New World Order.
Also the writing of Nicholas Roerich –

1 Timothy 6:13 – I give thee charge in the sight of God, Who quickeneth (gives life to) all things, and before Christ Jesus, Who before Pontius Pilate witnessed a good confession;

who wrote Mitreya, that's their new messiah; Shambala the Resplendent; The Agni? Yoga Series. (impetus - the force or energy with which a body moves.)

In the message I did “Opening the Abyss – Part Two” Al Bielek said:
That's interesting. There's a fellow who calls himself Lord Mattreya who says that he is the Christ returned to the planet; that when he links up with the international press he will send a telepathic message to the entire planet in their own language and they will hear it. They also are supposed to receive a visual image.

Also the writing of

David Spangler - is an American spiritual philosopher and self-described "practical mystic."

He wrote Revelation, the Birth of a New Age, considered as a valuable insight to the New Age movement. Reflections on the Christ which is related to the Luciferian initiation; Links With Space, which relayed as supposed to be big space show in which aliens are supposed to come to save men. Relationship and Identity; The Laws of Manifestation; New Age ?, and Toward a Planetary Vision which is directly related with the New World Order as they plan it to be.

Now, what do those people also plan?... and as I said before, this is not a dream and this is not paranoid thinking. This is real. So they plan ... to accept the New World Order, people will have to accept first the New World Religion. To enter into the New World Religion, the Christians will have to abdicate their own beliefs.
So as they said, especially Benjamin Creme, David Spangler, Alice Baily, Helena Petrovna Blavatsky... all said that the initiation will be on a world basis, inside the new organized Christian church and is a Masonic Lodge, and Order organization. It will be based on a Luciferian initiation, so what we have to understand here is: it won't be possible for somebody who will hold tight to his own Christian beliefs to get into the New World Order. That will be impossible.

Now for those who will not accept the NWO, who will reject it...- the new age people -- the new ager, the new world order people, which is the same -- they plan concentration camps - re-education camps for them - and for those camps they made what is known to be the rainbow color classification of the new world order prisoner.

The rainbow considered as the bridge symbol leading to the satanic world of the New World Order.

Doesn’t that match perfectly? We know that lucifer was full of pride wanting to ascend above the clouds, he will be like the Most High. (Isaiah 14)

Here is satan once again trying to defile God’s covenant with man.
Gen.9:13-15 – I do set My bow in the cloud and it shall be for a token of a covenant between Me and the earth. And it shall come to pass, when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the bow shall be seen in the cloud: And I will remember My covenant, which is between Me and you and every living creature of all flesh; and the waters shall no more become a flood to destroy all flesh.

We already do know for instance, that everybody will have to take an oath to lucifer with a ritual initiation in order to cross that bridge into the new World Order. All resisters to that initiation, as they plan, will definitely be sent to a detention facility where they will be separated in different categories. That's what they call the rainbow color classification of the New World Order prisoner.
Classification of Christian children, as they plan it, are to be used as human sacrifice. Where? Within the black mass ceremonies, they will participate in any kind of sexual orgy, some to be kept as sexual slaves.

Queen and Pope eat and sacrifice babies right now. These things are going on already.

Classification 2, which is the classification of prisoners to be used in medical experiments where drugs and new technologies will be tested on humans.

The 3rd classification is the classification of healthy prisoners for the international human organ center, where their vital organs will be removed one by one while they will be maintained in life with special life-support systems.

Classification 4, for all healthy underground workers. The new world order is a basic worldwide dictatorship based on the Luciferian religion. A dictatorship with the appearance of an international democracy. In order to maintain that democracy illusion,
camps and slave labor will be hidden from the populations of the earth. Just remember, for instance, how Hitler covered up the maternity in the concentration camp in his time. **During deportation operations, pregnant women and mothers of small children were consistently labeled “incapable of work.” They were sent to killing centers, where camp officials often included them in the first groups to be sent to the gas chambers.**

Classification 5, which is the classification of uncertain prisoners in the international re-educational center,
where they will be re-educated in order to repent themselves on worldwide t.v. and where they will learn how to glorify the virtues of the new world order for humanity. (This is already in place as we see that is what they did to Jack Phillips who refused to bake a cake for a gay wedding.)
Classification 6, which is the international execution center. They passed laws in Georgia to use guillotines on death row.

We're still waiting for details on the 7th rate classification as well as we're still waiting for proof on the color classification for each prisoner section.

Now, those people... this is what they plan in their new paradise world. So you have to understand that when I decided to release - about six months ago - some tiny parts of information concerning their most secret project, which is the NASA Blue Beam project, I was not sure at that time if I would survive my stand against the new world order's most sophisticated project, set up to put down on their knees all men of all nations, cultures and religions.

But now, following my own Christian conscience, my real and deep love for all my unknown brothers and sisters in America and other parts of the world, I fully accept to give my life if that has to be the case, for the truth, for Jesus Christ, by releasing for the first time ever the four major steps of the satellite Blue Beam Project.
John 15:13 – Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down life for his friends.

What I ask to everyone who will read and hear the description following: It is not to be paralyzed by their natural fear but to spread every word of the contents of this ninety-minute audio tape and to gather together in order to pray, to think and to plan different ways they will organize themselves to survive the New World Order government showdown and power-taking. Because what we have to understand is the New World Government won’t be something permanent - immortal. This is not the case. But what we have to do and what we have to think right now is how to organize ourselves to survive such tyranny, such satanic plans.

The infamous NASA [National Aeronautics and Space Administration] Blue Beam Project has four different steps in order to implement the new age religion with the antichrist at its head. We must remember that the new age religion is the very foundation for the new world government, without which religion the dictatorship of the new world order is completely impossible. I'll repeat that: Without a universal belief in the new age religion, the success of the new world order will be impossible! That is why the Blue Beam Project is so important to them, but has been so well hidden until now.
ENGINEERED EARTHQUAKES & HOAXED ‘DISCOVERIES’

The first step in the NASA Blue Beam Project concerns the breakdown [re-evaluation] of all archaeological knowledge. It deals with the set-up, with artificially created earthquakes at certain precise locations on the planet, of supposedly new discoveries which will finally explain to all people the "error" of all fundamental religious doctrines. The falsification of this information will be used to make all nations believe that their religious doctrines have been misunderstood for centuries and misinterpreted. Psychological preparations for that first step have already been implemented with the film, '2001: A Space Odyssey;' the StarTrek series, and 'Independence Day;' all of which deal with invasions from space and the coming together of all nations to repel the invaders. “Mother ship above the city.” The last films,
'Jurassic Park,' deals with the theories of evolution, and claim God's words are lies. [http://i.am/jah/evolut.htm](http://i.am/jah/evolut.htm) **a select group chosen to tour an island theme park populated by dinosaurs created from prehistoric DNA.** In a teaching with Pastor Billy Crone, out of Sunrise Baptist Church in Las Vegas, he documents a discovery where a dinosaur footprint with a human footprint inside of it was fossilized. Upon hearing of the discovery an evolutionist got on a plane went to the site and took a sledge hammer and destroyed the evidence.

**Romans 1:18-22** – For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness (hold back the truth), Because that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto them. For the invisible things of Him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse: Because that, when they knew God, they glorified Him not as God, neither wer thankful; but because vain in their imaginations,Il and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools.
HOAXED DISCOVERIES

What is important to understand in the first step is that those earthquakes will hit at different parts of the world where scientific and archaeological teachings have indicated that arcane mysteries have been buried. By those types of earthquakes, it will be possible for scientists to rediscover those arcane mysteries which will be used to discredit all fundamental religious doctrines. This is the first preparation for the plan for humanity because what they want to do is destroy the beliefs of all Christians and Muslims on the planet. To do that, they need some false 'proof from the far past that will prove to all nations that their religions have all been misinterpreted and misunderstood.

Prayer:

5.6 Airborne Holograph Projector

http://www.sweetliberty.org/issues/hoax/af.shtml

Project Blue Beam – By: Serge Monast

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml

Project Blue Beam and the Fake Rapture

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MbcaBmRnpE&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6L12A4IB&index=2

Project Blue Beam Mind Control - 3D hologram people in concerts being cheered

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODJlaPU5_6Q&index=1&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6L12A4IB

Madisonville, TX – image of Jesus in sky (supposedly)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26yIQNVS18A

Floating City above skies of China
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2hlqOipB_c

Floating City above skies in Africa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeNI-kF7pSU

Holograms of Fergie, Celine & Elvis, light show on building etc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODJlaPU5_6Q&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6Li2A4IB

Fire rainbow in sky – South Carolina

https://whatshotn.wordpress.com/tag/cloud/

Holographic cities seen over China

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dI6O_y_NKHE

Norway spiral – info. on Project Blue Beam

http://www.abbaswatchman.com/NEWS%20PROJECT%20BLUE%20BEAM.html

Ukraine Light Show

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3fjJc7S3Q&index=3&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6Li2A4IB

Washington Post Document – plans to use Holographic projector during Gulf War


Floating City & Washington Post document about Holographic Projector – also voice recording

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoUMZOMavB8&index=4&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6Li2A4IB

Fake Alien Invasion / Radio Frequency Hearing effect patent
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NdC4a4tDD4
False Blue Beam Rapture – DO NOT GO OUT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEX1X_j6370&index=5&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6Ll2A4IB
False Rapture Dream – cloned people / certain people like pastors may disappear

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CyQQjNXmPA

Stewart Swerdlow – Blue Beam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpO9Eghln4g

Dr. Carol Rosin – worked with Van Braun – talks about the bogus reasons given to have a space weapons program / aliens

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WruCxsh8mfw

Israel simulating an alien attack

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MNsM7S2ZSA&index=7&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6Ll2A4IB

Movies with aliens

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mPyoxgaaQE&index=8&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6Ll2A4IB

Project Blue Beam – Radio Interview
Winner of the facebook cover contest – Good without God

http://americanhumanist.org/HNN/details/2012-12-announcing-the-winner-of-the-humanist-facebook-cover

Inventions and inventors that were suppressed and stopped

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlE_Tgt8LiA

Commentary on Tau – God’s mark